
Hegel and Neurosis: Idealism, Phenomenology and Realism

Hegel

A lot of people have equated my philosophy of neurosis with a form of ‘dark 
Hegelianism’. Firstly it is a mistake to interpret Hegel’s philosophy as not already 
being ‘dark’; within the Hegelian hypothesis there is a determinate structure to 
thoughts composing of itself and a process of negation driving this structure 
(negative dialectics55). Also, as Ray Brassier has mentioned, Hegel’s philosophy is 
‘the awakening of an intelligence which is in the process of sloughing off its human 
mask’56 and therefore will simply not account for the moral, subjectivist inclina-
tions which attempt to characterise thought as something which can be comfortably 
reconciled to these ideals.

Yes, for Hegel there may be an ‘absolutization’ of thought whereby the ‘phe-
nomena’ we conceive (our access to ‘things’ via the conditions of experience) 
cannot be thought differently (or distinguished) from the ‘in-itself’ (‘things’ which 
are not contained within experience and are sometimes either non-knowable or 
non-thinkable). This can either create a ‘subjectivist’ Phenomenology, or, an 
absolutization and totalization of the Platonic Idea which acts as the essence in 
which we come to comprehend ourselves and our nature. The result in Hegel is the 
historicism and dynamism of the two—Phenomenology of Spirit.57

The Platonic influence on Hegel is within this assertion that the a priori (or the 
Idea) is the fundamental constituent of the real, but in no way is Hegel saying that 
our thought can penetrate all the objects of the real which contains Idea’s, or indeed,

55See Adorno (1981).
56Brassier (2007).
57Hegel (1807).
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that we can know them. In the term ‘absolute idealism’ (which has been given to
Hegel) where is the assumption that things are knowable (and indeed ‘subjectively’
knowable)? Nowhere.

There is a speculative quality in Hegel’s philosophy which characterises ‘enti-
ties’ outside of thought as ‘Ideas’ (essence); there is an idea within the plant which
propels itself imminently and as a whole greater than its parts. However, this being
said, our relation to this ‘Idea’ may not be in accordance with its truth or the
realisation of itself. The structure of the plant is—for lack of a better word—
conceptual but this does not mean I can know this structure. I can intuit its essence
simply by affirming that the plant has a conceptual structure and that such con-
ceptual structure is part of the real but this does not mean that I have understood the
mechanism or teleology of the plant. Such understanding is not reserved for me but
for teleology itself; the ground or guiding spirit that moves things along, allows for
self-actualisation, allows for development and unfolding. There are no ends of
knowledge for Hegel in this sense, there are no ends of the Idea, only stages of
self-actualization.

We may already ‘be in the absolute’ but Hegel’s notion of the absolute, and of
knowing, are non-totalizable concepts; they are processual concepts. Most of
Hegel’s examples of concepts are teleological (or holistic). It is only in the last
instance that something can be properly identified as ‘such and such’, but even
when a concept seems exhausted it still depends on the spirit (or Geist) which may
put this concept into question (the dialectic of history). For example; Hegel does not
locate the notion of plant within its origin or referent (the seed). Firstly ‘the notion,
in short, is what contains all the earlier categories of thought merged in it’ (Hegel,
Hegel’s Encyclopaedia)58 hence the plant is already an unfolding sum of ‘earlier
categories’, but also the germ ‘virtually’ involves the whole plant yet cannot be
restricted to a total idea of a ‘complete’ plant but rather is determined by the actual
intricacies of its unique development.

My main qualm with critics of Hegel is that they assume that Hegel’s ‘Idea’—as
a continually unfolding, speculative, retroactive actualization (or reflection) of
itself—is of a conventional monistic form. My second qualm is that this ‘Idea’ is
purported to be metaphysical when in-fact it is a thoroughly post-metaphysical
philosophy which integrates science and logic into its general oeuvre.

There is a plurality of Ideas determined by their own unique circumstances/
determinations, interchanging and conflicting with one another (thesis—antithesis—
synthesis). The Idea is certainly substance thinking itself (‘the power of substance
self-realised’) but if there were one ubiquitous substance then why do we see this
substance ‘changing’, ‘causing’ and being ‘affected’ so differently? What stops this
monistic substance from thinking and hence completing itself—evading any real
notion of difference or successive time (the mouth of the snake biting its own tail)?
We could grant ‘spirit’ the cause of the mutability and variability of this rather fixed
and tautological description of self actualisation but such would hypostasize spirit as

58Hegel (1830).
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being different to the substance in which it guides, which Hegel wants to get away
from (he sees these types of dichotomies in Kant). Substance ‘itself’ is then plu-
ralistic and earns its reality precisely through its resistance/difference. However,
could we maintain that the ‘Idea’ still be valid, as even though we have accepted a
pluralism of substances, this does not mean that what is embodied or true to their
substance cannot be guided by one determinate structure of development (i.e. the
Idea)? Hegel dissolves this difference by stating that all substance is an idea fulfilling
itself (and vice versa); that is One idea fulfilling substance (it is monistic and
holistic). However I do not see why you cannot have differing substances with the
same idea as its development. In biology and chemistry we have fundamentally
different ‘genera’ and ‘elements’ yet we do not say that it is a different activity of
bonding or non-bonding (…but perhaps we should).

The crux of the issue is—by accepting the existence of separate substances are
we then creating a dualism by saying that these differing substances have the same
mode of development (or perhaps simply Being)? Why should we inject the
‘sameness’ of identical structural development into the radical ‘difference’ of
substances and their forms? Why should we reduce the plurality of modes-of-being
into the one, unified (anthropocentric?) concept of Being we have inherited from
most Western philosophy? However it is not metaphysical to posit that differing
substances have the same mode of developing (even if we simply state that these
differing substances all exist within a unified world/reality).

In a nutshell we are asking whether it is possible to integrate univocity with
pluralism (perspectivism?). We are asking (as Deleuze affirmed) whether pluralism
can equal monism. A plant will synthesise sunlight and duration in a radically
different way than humans (based on their substance or material necessity to do so)
but the possibility to relate can be seen in all things that relate. It is- in a sense—
Platonic in that all entities of radical difference share the same one property; the
property of relation. However we mustn’t’ see this ‘relation’ as a fixed property but
as something which is continually defined through the substances that characterise
and activate relation. Therefore relation—as a concept and activity/event—is
immanent to its own self-actualization.

Have we not returned to Hegel now? Can we not integrate this into a properly
Hegelian philosophy? Yes. The relation is constantly different in form (and even
content) yet the relation as generation of this form and content has some monistic
quality to it (i.e. Hegel’s ‘Idea’ or ‘Geist’).

However, for those that see this move as metaphysical or transcendental, I still
sympathise. Similar to how Newton absolutizes all objects in the world by pre-
scribing them as entities within a vast container of absolute space-time, we begin to
get a horrible feeling that Hegel’s ‘Idea’ and its stages of development (within
experience) actually reduces many phenomena into how ‘we’ perceive them as
larger sequences and events, or how they construct an image of reality based ‘in the
last instance’. However, would it not be metaphysical to hypostasize an object or
reality into anything other than experiencing the Idea of such (The Phenomenology
of Spirit)?
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Neurosis

We can see how, accordingly and necessarily, this paradigm of philosophy and its
consequences can be seen as neurotic. The neurotic has a rare sensitivity to the Idea;
he see’s the germination/proliferation of it and wishes to expel it. The entire
characteristic of critical western philosophy (epistemology) since Kant can be
summed-up in Kant’s proclamation that if one wishes to think being outside all
relations to thinking (and the self) then one automatically prescribes thinking into
this speculative conceptual supposition and hence we cannot get out of thought
(what Quentin Meillassoux aptly names ‘correlationism’59). Instead of attempting
to know X we have to instead ask ourselves ‘what are the conditions in which we
experience X’? Or—how is it that we can legitimise this ostensible ‘knowledge’ of
X (i.e. the critique and limits of human knowledge/reason)? Not only can we not
think any entity outside of thought legitimately but we cannot posit ‘Being’ existing
outside of thinking (i.e. what would allow us to do this as we use thinking to posit
Being, and, all Being is determined by the conditions which gives rise to Being—
the conditions which—for Kant at least—stem from our sensible construction of
reality—hence stemming from thought).

The consequence of this is that we cannot think or perceive anything outside of
this ‘idea’, and, what amounts to the same point, every entity and moment in history
becomes a moment ‘for us’. Not only does the philosophical appropriation of the
term ‘neurosis’ help us in diagnosing the constant obnoxiousness and determinacy
of thought within all lived life, it also shows us that it is not of our own
subjective/humanist doing that such thinking (and the feeling of/sensitivity to
thinking) exists and unfolds. The plant does not think or will itself into existence;
the plant—if it can—recognizes that its thought is only a localised process within a
certain stage of its actualisation/development. Do not get me wrong—this localised
thought is completely transparent and in-keeping within the larger thought of its
place and determinacy—but the localised thoughts capacity can only exist within
the ‘actuality’ of its existence and cannot therefore bring to this actual thought all
the past and future potentiality of this same one thought. If it could do that then the
whole activity of change, development, difference and the dialectic would cease to
exist. The complete disregard of history within pre-Hegelian philosophy was one of
the things that Hegel himself—quite rightly—saw as one of the main flaws of the
western philosophical tradition. To disregard history is to assume that thought can
sense its own history within the content of thought itself. Thought actualizes the
bridge between the two but in doing so cannot lay claim to either side of its
existence i.e. it cannot lay claim to both the content of thought and the conditions of
the thought at the same time. The only guiding force that can do this is something
retrospective and holistic—Zeitgeist.

It must be understood now that Hegel and the philosophy of neurosis is not
really an ‘idealist’—and definitely not a ‘subjective idealist’—position. All things

59See Meillassoux (2008).
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do not ‘exist as ideas in the mind of God’ (Berkeley). ‘Ideas’ are not mere things in
your head. We have discerned in this essay that ‘Idea’ is the basic ‘genetic’ (for lack
of a better word) principle that expresses the relationality of all relations. The Idea
gives unity to all separate substances, their forms and contents, through the ‘voice’
(univocity) of relationality. Hence, if we were to take this idea further we could say
that an Idea exists just as much in a ‘tree’, a ‘rock’, a ‘hurricane’ than it does in a
human mind. The difference between the Idea as relationality/possibility of a
substances being, and, the idea as conceptual (immaterial?) representation or con-
struction within mind is hence a difference of degree and not kind. It is—however—
the task of neurosis to discern where these two ‘ideas’ meet (and indeed they do
meet)—that is—the Idea of the tree as separate from us and the Idea we grasp of the
tree in the last instance.

The term neurosis is not meant to designate the Idea as human but to show two
things; first that we inhabit a present world where the ‘Idea’ has become charac-
terised as neurotically ‘human’ (and ‘human-all-too-human’) because of the rea-
sons I have explained such as the conflation of every phenomena/event in human
consciousness as an event ‘for us’. Secondly I use the term neurosis to designate
exactly what Hegel means by the ‘idea realising itself’, yet characterizing it as less
‘natural’, ‘historical’ or ‘rational’ and more simply ‘neurotic’. The idea comes but
for no reason. The idea proliferates but with no end goal insight and no awareness
of its origin. The idea cannot be stopped by the human willing subject. The idea
cannot be stopped by humans intentionally creating newer thoughts to de-activate
or counteract them. The criteria of the Idea is its own festering proliferation and not
the criteria of ‘Truth’, ‘Reason’, ‘Morality’ or human intent. The conventional
definition of neurosis in psychology abides to these definitions I have just stated.

What is of extreme importance is that—even if we accept that the plurality of
substances all share the univocity of ‘relationality’ and indeed to some extent
express and show this univocity—it cannot nevertheless be found in experience or
appearance alone (empiricism). Empiricism is against the Idea and I have no desire
to resuscitate that doctrine. It is a reductio ad absurdum to state that all appearances
we have of the world can be reduced to appearances alone (or that all knowledge of
the Idea comes from experience). We have not come to our position by making
entities simply a bundle of qualities. We have not come to our position by stating
that there is nothing outside of experience. Empiricism is the most subjective
idealist doctrine of them all. Relationality and openness (giveness) to the world is
not based on the causal stimuli of one appearance in conjunction with another but in
the capacity that makes appearance appear i.e. appearance is a relation (let us agree
for now that appearance is a secondary quality—a relation to the Idea) but not all
relations are appearances and an appearance cannot be reduced to the relation that
generated it.

When we say the relation is absolute what do we mean? Because everything has
relation—and we humans have relation—does this mean that we can understand
every other relation on the premise that we also inhabit it? We do not know the
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relation between a squirrel and an acorn, nor a rock touching a rock (Graham 
Harman has more insights on this60). Indeed the relation that we have to phenomena 
tells us nothing about the form/appearance of the relation itself—other than the 
form/appearance being a product/expression of relationality. Equally the 
form/appearance qua the relation tells us nothing absolute about the ‘objects’ 
themselves that we have forged a relationality towards; what we mean by this is that 
our relation only grasps an understanding of that particular relation to the object 
and not other relations that can grasp the ‘object’ which precede or succeed this 
relation (in this sense our relation can be reduced to presence). The relation will 
manifest differently within different relations (a chairs manifest relation could be a 
home to a spider, shade to a cat, a subject of erosion for certain manifest weather 
relations etc.). Equally, the manifestation of the relation is in the dark about the 
relation itself (or the conditions of its relation).

60Harman (2002).
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